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Abstract

Single-shot EPI(ssEPI) is one of the most important ultrafast MRI sequences commonly
used for diffusion-weighted MRI and functional MRI. However, ssEPI suffers from suscep-
tibility artifacts, especially in the high field or at the tissue boundaries. The widely used
blip/down approaches, such as TOPUP, estimate the underlying distortion field from a
pair of images with reversed-phase encoding direction. Typically, the iterative methods
are used to find a solution to the ill-posed problem of finding the displacement map that
maps up/down acquisitions onto each other. Then the geometric and intensity corrections
are applied to obtain the undistorted images based on the estimated displacement map.
This paper presents a new unsupervised cycle-consistent deep neural network that takes
advantage of both the deep neural network and the gradient reversal method. The pro-
posed method consists of three main components: (1) the Resnet50-Unet to map the pair
of images with inverted phase encoding to the displacement maps; (2) the geometric and
intensity correction module to obtain the undistorted images; (3) the forward model is ap-
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plied to get the cycled blip up/down images, and the cycle-consistent loss is optimized. In
addition, the CNN network will generate two field maps to overcome motion or field drift
during the scan. This new network is trained unsupervised on the clinical datasets down-
loaded from the Human Connection Project website. And we test this method on both
preclinical and clinical datasets. The preclinical dataset is collected from 20 mice based on
the modified EPI pulse sequence in 7T scanner. Both simulated and experimental result-
s demonstrate that our method outperforms state-of-the-art methods. In conclusion, we
proposed an unsupervised cycle-consistent deep neural network for removing susceptibility
artifacts. The results on both preclinical and clinical datasets show this new method’s
acceleration and generalization capabilities.

Keywords: Deep Learning•MRI • EPI • TOPUP •DTI • SusceptibilityArtifacts.

1. Introduction

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a widely used imaging method for clinical and pre-
clinical applications Hedouin et al. (2017). Specifically, single-shot Echo Planar Imaging
(ssEPI) is one of the most efficient MRI acquisition schemes which can provide relatively
high-definition images in 100 ms or less Hu et al. (2019). Furthermore, the quality of ul-
trafast acquisition makes ssEPI immune to the motion artifacts and desirable for Diffusion
Tensor Imaging (DTI) Irfanoglu et al. (2015), functional MRI (fMRI) Yun and Shah (2020),
and Dynamic Susceptibility Contrast MRI (DSC-MRI) Holland et al. (2010). However, due
to the B0 field inhomogeneity and the low bandwidth along the phase-encoding direction,
ssEPI suffers from severe spatial and intensity distortion (susceptibility artifacts), especially
at tissue boundaries with different susceptibilities.

There have been many studies for removing the susceptibility artifacts in ssEPI. Among
various proposed ssEPI susceptibility correction methods, the two most representative and
commonly used methods are the field-mapping methods and the gradient reversal methods.
The conventional field-mapping method usually collects two gradient-echo (GRE) images
with different TE values to calculate B0 field inhomogeneity Xiong et al. (2019). Then, it
calculates each pixel’s shift (the displacement map) from the field map and corrects the
distorted ssEPI images by coordinating calculation and linear interpolation in the image
domain. Although this field-mapping method is easy to implement, its performance is
limited by the field map’s quality. Inaccurate field maps will lead to the residual artifacts
after the distortion correction and reduce this method’s efficacy. Note that a full EPI image
of the human brain takes only a few seconds while acquiring a GRE-based field-map requires
several minutes Liebig et al. (2020). Furthermore, the phase unwrapping procedure in the
field-map calculation is vulnerable to various errors, especially near tissue boundaries or
regions with high field inhomogeneity. More importantly, it cannot deal with the intensity
variation problem Mani et al. (2017).

Instead of acquiring the real field map in the field mapping method, the gradient rever-
sal methods rely on two reversed phase-encoding (PE) images to estimate the displacement
map, in which the two images are acquired using identical sequences but with opposite PE
directions Ong et al. (2018). The reversed gradient method exploits the fact that when
the phase encoding gradients are reversed in polarity, if the voxels of the positive phase
image’s region are compressed, the corresponding negative phase image’s region will be
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stretched and vice versa. Chang et al Chang and Fitzpatrick (1992), proposed the gradient
reversal method, which estimates the displacement map in each line along the PE direc-
tion independently by performing every phase encoding line integral. The main limitation
of this method is the use of 1-D unwarping for every phase encoding line without consid-
ering the displacement map’s smoothness, resulting in streaking or discontinuities in the
images. An alternative implementation of the reversed gradient method by Andersson et
al Andersson et al. (2003), involves fitting for a smoothly-varying 3-D displacement field us-
ing discrete cosine basis functions. This method is also widely used in FSL(FMRIB Software
Library) as TOPUP Smith et al. (2004). These conventional approaches’ main problem is
time-consuming optimization of the objective function, especially for input images with
large sizes or severe displacements. And the accuracy of the optimized displacement maps
is also limited as the resolution of the field map would be limited by the highest frequency
component of the discrete cosine basis functions. Moreover, the optimized objective func-
tions often lead to a poorly conditioned, nonconvex optimization problem and a deficient
local minimum.

In recent years, with the development of deep learning in medical image processing,
several researchers began to use deep learning to remove susceptibility artifacts in ultra-
fast MRI correction. Deep learning techniques provide a potential avenue for dramatically
reducing computational time and improving the objective function’s convergence. These
deep learning methods can be divided into two groups: the supervised network and the
unsupervised network. The supervised methods need the ground truth data, such as the
simulated datasets, to train the model. Liao Liao et al. (2018) proposed to use the con-
volutional neural network (CNN) for gradient-echo EPI distortion correction. They first
used undistorted images to simulate distorted images by the SPROM software. Then the
simulated datasets were used to train the network. Zhangxuan Hu et al. (2020) proposed a
2D-Unet based network for removing the distortion in ssEPI, in which they use PSF-EPI
images as targets in the training stage. However, the truth displacement maps are tedious
to acquire or may not be guaranteed to represent a ”true” ground truth due to the phase
unwrapping or regularization procedure’s errors. Moreover, the displacement maps based
on simulations are always different from the experimentally measured maps, especially in
the temporal lobes or surroundings of the sinuses.

On the other hand, unsupervised networks do not need the ground truth (the ”true”
displacement map or undistorted images) to train the network. Thus, these methods are
more suitable for MRI studies. Recently, several groups try to combine the deep learn-
ing network and the reversed gradient phase encoding method to obtain the displacement
map and remove the susceptibility artifacts in ssEPI, which can be much faster than the
traditional methods. Soan Duong et al. (2020) proposed an end-to-end deep learning net-
work (S-Net) to correct the reversed-PE EPI image pairs’ susceptibility artifacts. Ben-
jamin Zahneisen et al. (2020) explored using a deep convolutional network to estimate the
displacement map from a pair of input images. They trained the U-net-based network by
minimizing a similarity metric between the two corrected images.

This paper presents a new unsupervised cycle-consistent deep neural network for remov-
ing susceptibility artifacts in ssEPI with two reversed-phase encodings, in which the deep
neural network is used to generate the displacement map, and the forward model is applied
to get the cycled blip up/down images. Based on the cycled blip up/down images, the
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network can be trained only with the cycle-consistent loss, without any explicit knowledge
of the ground displacement map. The main contribution of this work includes:

1. A cycle architecture is introduced. Compared to the unsupervised networks by min-
imizing the similarity between the two corrected images (corrected blip-up or blip-
down), our cycle architecture can make the network trained with only one final cor-
rected image. As we all know, even with the displacement map, the inversion problem
of obtaining the undistorted blip-up or blip-down is rank deficient, and no unique in-
verse exists. However, the matrix-inverse problem for obtaining the final undistorted
is much easier Andersson et al. (2003).

2. Two field maps to overcome motion or field drift during the scan. One of the main
assumptions of distortion corrections is that the B0 field (displacement map) is con-
stant between the two acquisitions. Hence the distortions are exactly the opposite of
each other, disregarding possible inconsistencies introduced, for example, by subject
motion or magnetic field drift. Here, instead of only one displacement map, we will
ask the network to generate two codependent displacement maps that are nearly i-
dentical but allow flexibility to compensate for any changes such as motion or field
drift.

3. The density compensation method without calculating the Jacobian matrix is ap-
plied Xiong et al. (2019) Liu et al. (2021).

4. Both clinical and preclinical applications are tested to demonstrate the generalization
capabilities of this method. The network can be trained unsupervised with only the
clinical datasets, and it can work well not only on the clinical datasets, but also on
the preclinical dataset.

2. Method

2.1. Problem Formulation

In general, the susceptibility artifacts in ssEPI can be assumed to be negligible along the
frequency-encoding and slice-selection direction due to much higher acquisition or excita-
tion bandwidth, and the acquired signal for two-dimensional ssEPI can be given Lee et al.
(2016) Studholme et al. (2000) as:

S (kx, ky) ∝
∫

x

∫

y

ρ(x, y)e
j(kxx+ky(y+

∆B0(x,y)tesp
GyTp

))
dxdy (1)

Where Gy and Tpenote gradient amplitude and duration, respectively. ∆B0(x, y) is the
local field inhomogeneity. ρ(x, y) denotes a map of the density of excited protons, the tesp
denotes echo spacing.kx and ky denote the frequency-encoding and slice-selection direction
respectively. From formula 1, we can notice that the signal from the real space location

(x, y) will be shifted to (x, y + δy), where δy =
∆B0(x,y)tesp

GyTp
. And the shift in units of

pixels(named displacement map) can be written as u(x, y) = δy
∆y

= ∆B0(x, y)tespNy, where
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∆y = Ly/Ny indicates the resolution of one pixel. Ly, Ny denotes the field of view and
phase encoding number, respectively.

The goal of the susceptibility artifact correction is to recover any pixel’s real intensity
(x, y) from the corresponding position (x, y+δy), and it needs both intensity and geometric
correction. As the image intensity will be proportional to the spin density, if distortion
leads to local compression, the signal will be higher by the accumulation of compression, to
the opposite, the signal will be lower for the local stretch. These distortions will be scaled
by the Jacobian J of the transformation y → y′ = y + u(x, y) :

J(x, y) = 1 +
∂u(x, y)

∂y
= 1 + Tpe

∂∆B(x, y)

∂y
(2)

Thus, the susceptibility corrected images can be obtained by Ĩ(x, y) = J(x, y)I(x, y + u).
The main idea of the gradient reversal methods is shown in Figure 1(b). If the phase-

encoding gradient is reversed, i.e., k-space is traversed in the opposite direction along the
phase-encoding axis, the signal emanating from location (x, y) will be shifted to (x, y − u)
and (x, y + u). Similarly, we can obtain the correction for the second image Ĩ(x, y) =
JUp(x, y)IUp(x, y + u)=JDown(x, y)IDown(x, y − u). Thus, the main problem of the suscep-
tibility corrected is to obtain the displacement map u(x, y). As we mentioned before, there
are two kinds of methods to obtain u(x, y), the first one is field-map, and the other one is
to optimize the following problem:

argmin
u

∑

[JUp(x, y)IUp(x, y + u)− JDown(x, y)IDown(x, y − u)]2 (3)

However, this optimization function is an ill-posed problem, and it is very time-consuming
as the iterative method is always needed. This work proposes a new unsupervised cycle-
consistent deep learning model that takes advantage of both the deep neural network and
the gradient reversal method, in which the deep neural network is trying to obtain the
displacement map u(x, y) instead of the time-consumed iterative method. And based on
the displacement map, we can obtain the final corrected image.

The network is trained with the cycle-consistent loss, without any explicit knowledge of
the ground displacement map.

argmin
u

∑

{

[ICircleUp(u)− IUp]
2 + [ICircleDown(u)− IDown]

2
}

(4)

As shown in Fig .1(c), the main idea of this method is to optimize the loss between the
ICircleUp(u) which is obtained by the forward model with the displacement map and IUp

and IDown. The whole procedure of caculating ICircleUp(u) contains two steps:

1. The corrected image based on the current displacement map u(x, y) Xiong et al.
(2019) Liu et al. (2021).

I(r) =
2IDown(x, y − u) · IUp(x, y + u)

IDown(x, y − u) + IUp(x, y + u)
(5)

2. After we obtain the corrected image, the forward model is applied to obtain the
ICircleUp(u) and ICircleDown(u), according to Equation (1) Lee et al. (2016) Studholme et al.
(2000).
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2.2. The architecture of the cycle-consistent network

the network is increased by the three residual layers, which is proposed to learn better
transformation functions and representations through a deeper perception. And the decoder
section is the right part of a four layers U-Net to get two displacement maps. We set the
kernel size and stride equal to 3 and 2, respectively for the decoder section. As the field
map has both positive and negative values, we do not use the activation module Relu, which
output the positive values only. Moreover, our traditional correction module is subdivided
into intensity distortion and geometric distortion Jezzard and Balaban (1995). In order to
reduce computational complexity, our intensity distortion module use only a convolution
layer to map the density map from the displacement map, which can replace the Jacobian
matrix in formula 4. For the geometric distortion, we use the density images and two
displacement map to get the undistortion image by traditional correction algorithms. In
addition, Figure 1(b) has clarified the simplified diagram of the reversed phase encoding
image acquisition. The workflow and the architecture of the proposed model are shown in
Fig. 1(c). It consists of three main components: (1) the CNN module to map the pair
of images(IUp) and IDown) with inverted phase encoding to the displacement maps; (2)
the geometric and intensity correction module to obtain the undistorted images(IUp) and
IDown); (3) the forward model is applied to get the cycled blip up/down images(ICircleUp

and ICircleDown). Finally, the cycle-consistent loss between the cycle images and original
images is optimized to train the CNN.

The CNN module is based on the modified Res50-Uet. The input of this CNN is
the two uncorrected ssEPI images(IUp) and IDown), and the output is the corresponding
displacement maps(IDm). In order to overcome the motion or the field drift during the
two scans, we ask CNN to generate two displacement maps that are nearly identical but
allow flexibility. The neural network module contains five encoder-decoder blocks. Each
encoder block adopts the residual block structure, which contains two 2D convolutional
layers, two ReLU activation functions, and a skip connection. In contrast, the decoder
block contains an upsampling layer, a 2D convolutional layer. As the field map contains
both positive and negative values, we removed the ReLU activation function of the decoder
block to ensure that the output can be positive and negative. Moreover, concatenations
were applied between the same scale feature maps from the encoder-decoder blocks, which
allow the network to propagate context information to higher resolution layers.

Based on the CNN’s displacement map(IDm), the traditional correction module will do
both geometric and intensity correction to get the undistorted image Jezzard and Balaban
(1995).Firstly, the geometric correction is applied by shifting the values that map a distorted
pixel back to the undistorted grid. As the displacement map contains fractional pixel-shift
values, mapping the image intensities to the unwrapped image grid has to be done by in-
terpolation. Secondly, according to the Equation Ĩ(x, y) = J(x, y)I(x, y + u), the intensity
correction should be applied by multiplying the Jacobian matrix. The traditional way to
calculate the Jacobian matrix is based on Numerical discrete differentiation as the field
image is a digital image composed of discrete pixels Duong et al. (2020) Zahneisen et al.
(2020).To overcome discrete numerical differentiation, the method that can derive the in-
tensity of the undistorted image directly without the Jacobian calculation by combining
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the pair of corresponding pixels from the two EPI images with opposite PE directions is
used Xiong et al. (2019)., shown in Equation (3).

The third component is to get the cycled blip up/down images by the forward mod-
el Studholme et al. (2000). Finally, the cycle-consistent losses between the cycle up/down
images and original up/down images are optimized to train the CNN.

2.3. Loss function

To optimize the performance of removing susceptibility artifacts, we propose the hybrid
loss function that not only consider the cycle-consistent losses between the cycle up/down
images and original up/down images, but also consider the information of smoothness of
the field map. The hybrid loss function can be denoted as:

LAll = LmseCircle + λ1LmseCor + λ2LmseMap + λ3LtvMap (6)

Where Lmse is the mean square error loss, Ltv is the anisotropic total variation norm loss.
λ1, λ2, λ3 are weighting factors, we manually tried a number of configurations for the three
weights in our experiment, and the weights of the losses are empirically set as λ1 = 1, λ2 = 1
and λ3 = 1. This process can be automated through grid search or learn the weights during
CNN training. Here, we did not explore this extension because we observed relatively small
changes among the configurations we tried. Therefore, we used the above empirical values
in this study.

The first term LmseCircle is the cycle-consistent loss between the circle distortion
images(ICircleUp and ICircleDown).and the distortion inputs (IUp) and IDown):

LmseCircle =
1

N
(
∑

(ICircleUp − IUp)
2 +

∑

(ICircleDown − IDown)
2) (7)

The second term is the forword-consistent loss between Corrected Up(ĨUp) and Corrected
Down(ĨDown) images:

LmseCor =
1

N

∑

(ĨUp − ĨDown)
2

(8)

the third term is to constrain the two displacement maps(IDm1 and IDm2 represent the two
different displacement maps for IUp) and IDown respectively) to be similar as the motion or
field drift always introduces a smooth phase:

LmseMap =
1

N

∑

(IDm1 − IDm2)
2 (9)

Meanwhile, based on the prior information that the displacement map must be smooth, the
four term is the Total Variation loss as the smoothing constraint on the displacement maps:

LtvMap =
∑

i=1,2

∑

x,y

|IDmi
(x+ 1, y)−IDmi

(x, y)|+|IDmi
(x, y + 1)− IDmi

(x, y)| (10)
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Figure 1: (a) The pulse sequence and k-space acquisition trajectory, (b) our model utilize
the cycle-consistency:IUp → ĨUp → ICircleUp ≈ IUp, and (c) The illustration of
our proposed learning framework for the EPI correction.
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Table 1: The summary of the datasets used in the experiments.
Datasets No.sub Image size Resolution PE direcions

Preclinical DWI-7T 30 96×96 × 20× 16 0.29×0.29 × 0.29mm3 PA and AP
clinical DWI-3T 37 144×168 × 111× 97 1.25×1.25 × 1.25mm3 LR and RL
Sim.EPI-7T 41 96×96 × 18 0.29×0.29 × 0.29mm3 PA and AP

3. Experiments and result

3.1. Datasets and training

The clinical datasets DWI-3T are downloaded from the Human Connection project website.
It includes 180 healthy subjects, and we randomly selected 37 subjects for our model. The
total of Nsub = 37 subjects was split into Ntrain = 30 training case(111× 30 slices), Ntest
= 5 test case(111× 5× 97 slices, 97 means the diffusion directions) and Nval = 2 validation
cases(111× 2 slices). The preclinical MRI experiments were performed on the mice brain’s
coronal position using a Bruker Biospec 7.0 T/20cm MRI scanner in our laboratory. A total
of Nsub = 31 mice was split into Ntrain = 25 training case(25 × 20 slices), Ntest = 3 test
case(3×20×16 slices, 16 means the diffusion directions) and Nval = 3 validation cases(3×20
slices). We only use the b0 images to train our model, while all the diffusion-weighted im-
ages are used to test for both the clinical and preclinical DWI datasets. Moreover, to com-
pare the performance of all the susceptibility removing methods(TOPUP Andersson et al.
(2003) Smith et al. (2004), S-Net Duong et al. (2020), Flow-net Zahneisen et al. (2020))
quantitively, the simulation with reference images is performed based on the Bloch equa-
tion. Firstly, the T2 images of RARE (image size is 256 × 256 × 18) data of mice and the
corresponding ground displacement map to simulate the distortion bilp up/down images,
and the reference image is based on the displacement map is set to zero. A total of Nsub =
41 mice was split into Ntrain = 30 training case(30 × 18 slices), Ntest = 8 test case(8× 18
slices) and Nval = 3 validation cases(3 × 18 slices).

The deep learning model was implemented on Keras for the Python 3.6 environment on
an NVIDIA Geforce GTX 2080Ti with 11GB GPU memory and Intel Core CPU i7-8700
3.7GHz. An Adam optimizer35 with β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, and ε = 10−8 was used to train
the network. The initial learning rate was set to 0.001.

3.2. Results

For Fig. 1(a) is the pulse sequence and k-space acquisition trajectory, where RF/ADC
denotes the RF pulse, Gro, Gspen and Gss denote frequency, phase and slice coding direction
respectively. Fig. 1(b) is a schematic diagram of our cycle consistency, the boxes on the left
and right represent the distortion and undistortion domains. And Fig. 1(c) illustrate our
proposed learning framework for the EPI correction.

Fig. 2 shows the simulation results with different correction methods(TOPUP Andersson et al.
(2003) Smith et al. (2004), S-Net Duong et al. (2020), Flow-net Zahneisen et al. (2020)). In
the simulation, the B0 inhomogeneity of the synthetic field map is set to -100 Hz to 150 Hz
and -150 Hz to 100 Hz, respectively. This new method can obtain better images than the
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traditional TOPUP and the other two state-of-the-art deep learning methods. This can be
particularly perceived from the zoomed regions shown in the row 2 and row 4.

Fig. 3 shows the comparison of PSNR(Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio) and SSIM(Structural
Similarity) for the simulation. We can notice that our proposed method is better than
TOPUP, Snet, Flownet. Fig. 3 (a) and (b) are based on the correction results of the
simulation data with the field map value in the range of -200hz to 200hz. Fig. 3( c) and (d)
are the PSNR and SSIM for the correction with the field map values ranging from -150 to
150. The results for all metrics are statistically significant (p < 0.01).

Figure 2: Correction results of various methods on one representative slice under two dif-
ferent degrees distortion of the simulated EPI-7T mice data set. The first two
columns show the uncorrected up and down images. Column 3, 4, 5 displays
the correction results of TOPUP Andersson et al. (2003) Smith et al. (2004), S-
Net Duong et al. (2020), Flow-net Zahneisen et al. (2020). Columns 6 shows the
correction results of unsupervised method for generating only one displacement
map. And the last two column is the reference and the grand truth of the field
map used for our simulation respectively. The color bar on the far right is the
range of field map values. At the same time, the PSNR and SSIM values calcu-
lated using the true value of the simulation as a reference are also displayed in
the lower right corner of the images.

Fig. 4 is shown the comparison of the results between different correction methods for
clinical DWI-3T data set. And the results demonstrate that our method can better preserve
the details of the image while removing artifacts than other methods. Moreover, it can be
seen clearly that the difference map of Proposed method(with two displacement maps) is
smaller than that of proposedw/t(with one displacement map). Fig. 5 is the corresponding
FA map and the color map of fiber direction calculated by the FSL Smith et al. (2004).

We also applied the method to correct the susceptibility artifacts in the preclinical
DWI-7T dataset. Fig. 6 shows the comparison of the results obtained by different correction
methods. Fig. 7 is the corresponding FA map and the color map of fiber direction calculated
by the FSL Smith et al. (2004).
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Figure 3: Quantitative comparison between distortion correction methods for two different
degrees of distortion. For (a) and (b), the value of field map for simulation ranges
from -200Hz to 200Hz, while the value of (c) and (d) is in the range of -150Hz to
150Hz.

Figure 4: The comparison of the correction results for b5 images of DWI-3T test data. The
1st and 3rd row show uncorrected images and the correspond corrected images
for different slices. The 2nd and 4th row display the corresponding absolute error
maps between Circle UP and UP.
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Figure 5: The comparison of the Fractional anisotropy (FA) maps based on the different
correction results for HCP DWI-3T.

Figure 6: Comparison of the different diffusion-weighted results for different correction
methods of our laboratory DWI-7T dataset. The 1st and 3rd row show the
correction results under different b values, and The 2nd and 4th row display the
corresponding absolute error maps of Circle Up and Up.
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Figure 7: The comparison of the Fractional anisotropy (FA) maps based on the different
correction results for our laboratory DWI-7T.

Table 2: The ablation study for our simulated data.
mseCircle mseCor PSNR SSIM

3*Sim.EPI-7T
√

29.7997 0.8984√
30.6140 0.9037√ √
33.4288 0.9222

To evaluate the loss function in the segmentation network, we train our model with differ-
ent loss functions, including the cycle-consistent loss(mseCircle) and the forword-consistent
loss(mseCor). Table 1 shows the comparsion results with different loss functions.

4. Conclusion

This paper presents a cycle-consistent deep neural network that combines the deep neural
network and the gradient reversal method for removing susceptibility artifacts. The model
can be performed with unsupervised training without explicit knowledge of the ground
truth field map. The CNN network is trained to generate two field maps to overcome
motion or field drift during the scan. The results for both clinical and preclinical datasets
demonstrate that our method outperforms state-of-the-art methods, and the speed is an
order of magnitude faster than the traditional iterative Topup method.
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